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About This Game

The neglected and despised toys of the world are angry and have escaped their forgotten toy box prisons and are seeking revenge
on the wanted and liked toys. You must stop them by finding and destroying their toybox lairs. At times, construction workers

may come to help by building resources, so protect them as you battle the unwanted.

In first person, play singleplayer, 4 person co-op and 8 person Death Match and fight 21 enemy including deformed toys,
wizards, giant cyborg bears and plastic soldiers.

The world is interactive and randomized and set to a real world scale. Play with an arsenal of 13 weapons, 2 armed vehicles, 3
racing cars ( a slot car racing track), model train to ride, a beach plus more ...

Enjoy an enhanced game only on Steam.
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Title: Toy Wars Invasion
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Web Interactive Solutions
Publisher:
Web Interactive Solutions
Release Date: 28 May, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Dual Core 2.3 GHz or better

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB SM 3.0 DX9 Compliant NVIDIA® GeForce 7800 GTX or better ATI® Radeon® HD 2900 GT or better

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: Internet connection for co-op gameplay

English
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Sersiouly shallow depth. Not fun, no challenge. Playing for more than 30 seconds you can tell they tried to port it to steam from
a phone.. 4th Version - my 3rd purchase (love hockey manager games), still not well done. Strange things happen - computer not
re-signing extremely talented players (nor trading them). Fired after winning season (note: at no point did the system say you
were fired, you just were not managing a team anymore). After third season, the potential for draft picks dropped by about 1-2
stars (ie: .5 star potential in the second round, 1.5 at the end of round 1).
Overall - not well made, not well tested, not well documented, just not a good game.. Seeing this game while browsing the store
did not impress me much but after I took the time and had a second look at it I really liked it and gave it a shot and I have to say
that this is one of the best puzzle games I've ever played.

The premise is simple. You are a person with the power of time manipulation (due to a prototype device) which you can use to
turn back time and make a clone that does what you did before in order to solve puzzles and go to the next level. That means
you can do two or things at the same time. Normally that would make things easier but not in this game. The complexity the
numbber of time clones give to the puzzle only makes it harder.

From what I played I can say with confidence that the execution of the premise is very good! Complex puzzles that require you
to set your mind to ultra super problem solving mode while providing an aesthetically beautiful environment. This is one game
that will put yout thinking skills to the test and provide you a fun experience!

Graphics are very good for an indie game as well as generally for a game and truly for what this game is you don't need better.

This game is not for those who lack patience at puzzle solving but for those who really want a challenging puzzle solving
experience or those who want to try a puzzle game (provided they have enough patience) this game is a must have (at least imo)!
Project Temporality will give the puzzle game lovers hours of fun and a great (well earned) sence of accomplishment when
completing the levels! This game is overall an experience that no one sould miss!. I was quite pleased with this game at first. I
even bought the game for a friend so we could play together after trying it out. However, having played it further it is too crash
prone to recommend at present. If they would fix some of the bugs I'd be more happy to give it my endorsement.. In it's current
state I cannot recommend this game. It's got a huge amount of potential considering the skateboarding video game scene, but
that's all it has. This seems like a demo of a bigger game, but isn't. Perhaps if the developers added more content, or an easier
way to access more maps and modifications for the game it'd be worth it and i could return to the game, but in this state it hasn't
got enough content. The way the game works and plays is really good, but there isn't enough area to view the games full
potential.

4\/10. I really \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing hate Daniel.
He cant listen and is trouble for everybody and literally ruins the whole game. This game is about making a 3D isometric that
combine the projection of the shape in 2 dimensions, this reminds me about another game on smartphones, Isometric, When
passing the eye on this game, I knew that I would like to play this, this game have multiple puzzle, It make you see the
projection of the object in 2 dimension, give you a new way to look onto the world.
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I was hoping that this game would be a decent Castlevania rip-off, but was pretty disappointed with what I got. The worst
problems I found were:

- The game's "old TV" asthetic is apparently a permanent fixture, since I couldn't find any way to turn it off. If you don't mind
it, then this won't be a problem for you, but it certainly was for me.

- The gameplay itself is horribly flawed in that, apparently, you cannot attack while moving. This is an unbelievably broken play
mechanic, making the game practically unplayable. I tested the game using first by using the keyboard controls and then an
Xbox Elite controller, but the result was the same.

Given the control problem alone, I cannot recommend this game to anyone. Perhaps the developers will patch this flaw, but until
such time, save your money.. Well first I play more of the American locomotives so this was a nice change it\u2019s a very
interesting locomotive with it\u2019s controls so it might take some getting use to but overall it\u2019s a great buy for me. This
game is brillant! It's a simple platformer, all you need to do is use 3 keys. Left, right and jump (so space bar or A on a xbox
controller). That's it. Simple; yet great! The game is quite challenging, definitely gave me so frustration but the music
throughout the entire game is rather calming to an extent. As much as you get frustrated, you never feel like you want to destory
the keyboard or controller. You may get very close to thinking that, but the background music just keeps you sane.. Still Trash.
As i'm one from the Alpha and Beta testers i have about 40 hours in this game already.
The game is at the beginning pretty easy. As it is just a jump an run with a block.
But it gets pretty hard after about 8 levels.
Also to finish a Map is not that hard when you do not play for time (but who doesn't want to be the best?!).
The thing in Qybe is, you need to know how you can jump how to use your double jump, how to get speed etc. etc.
And this is the really interesting things. There are some "special" jumps in the where you need the right timing. And if you want
to break that WoldRecord on the map you need to learn to hit those jumps every time when you need them.
It is very frustrating to learn those, It will tilt you to the moon if you hit the jump and then land in the nirvana. But thats also the
great thing. If you invest some time you can get that World Records.
So go and test it out yourself

I'm looking for some competitors.

Cheers
~Chrizz
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